We conducted four experiments on the development of motion perception in a total of 109 3-to 5-month-old infants using motion stimuli consisting of opposite-moving dots. A psychophysical study showed that adult subjects perceived two global planes with opposite-moving dots, but this global perception collapsed when paired opposite-moving dots were located within 0.4 deg of one another (Qian, Andersen, & Adelson, 1994) . We used this paired-dot stimulus as a non-target and the opponent motion stimulus as a target and examined target preference using methods based on forced-choice-preferential looking (Teller, 1979) . In Experiment 1, we used 90 moving dots as stimuli. The results showed that 5-month-old infants had a significant preference for the targets but 4-and 3-month-olds did not. In Experiment 2, we used a small number of dots, and the results showed that 5-month-old infants did not prefer the target significantly. These results suggest that the preference for a target decreases according to the number of dots. In Experiment 3, we used opponent motion with long traveling length of the dots, and the results showed that all age groups, including 3-month-olds, had a preference for the moving targets. We showed that the preference observed in Experiment 3 was dependent not on local traveling length but on the global opponency. These results suggest that the perception of motion opponency based on a global motion cue emerges at 5 months of age (Experiments 1 and 2) and that the traveling length of the dots promote this perception (Experiments 3 and 4).
Introduction
Opposite-moving dots, representing features known as motion transparency or motion opponency, are important stimuli for studying the relationship between global and local processes of motion perception in psychophysics (Mather & Moulden, 1983; Snowden, 1989 Snowden, , 1990 Stromeyer, Krounauer, Madsen, & Klein, 1984) . To perceive motion opponency, our visual system processes the motions in two different stages: local and global (Qian et al., 1994) .
Motion opponency is different from simple optic flow because it contains multiple motions at a single location (Braddick, Wishart, & Curran, 2002) . To detect opponent motion, the visual system must first analyze two different motions at the local level. Then, the visual system must gather motion information at the global level. Compared with motion opponency, other simple optic flows such as translation, rotation, and radiation consist of a single motion at a single location. Because of this simplicity, even a single-stage model can detect these simple optic flow patterns. On the contrary, the perception of motion opponency is difficult to predict using a single-stage model (Qian et al., 1994 ) and a variety of computational models of motion perception have been proposed to clarify the process of motion opponency (Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; van Santen & Sperling, 1985; Wilson & Kim, 1994) . Although motion opponency has been frequently studied in adults, there are no studies with regard to infant motion perception. The development of motion perception has been studied using various kinds of stimulus. In optic flow consisting of a single motion at a single location, many researchers have investigated two kinds of stimuli in infants; simple uniform motions and relative motions such as motion segregation or expansion/contraction. Previous studies showed that sensitivity to simple uniform motions emerges at 1 month of age (Banton & Bertenthal, 1996; Banton, Bertenthal, & Seaks, 1999; Mason, Braddick, & Wattam-Bell, 2003; Wattam-Bell, 1992 , 1996 , while other studies have shown that sensitivity to more complex relative motions such as motion segregation or expansion/contraction develops between 2 and 5 months of age (Banton, Dobkins, & Bertenthal, 2001; Bertenthal & Bradbury, 1992; Shirai, Kanazawa, & Yamaguchi, 2004a , Shirai, Kanazawa, & Yamaguchi, 2004b .
Adult subjects can perceive two different planes moving in opposite directions at the global level. Previous studies showed that the global perception of moving planes could be produced by local opposite-moving dots located more than 0.4 deg apart. In contrast, if the opposite-moving dots are closer than 0.4 deg to one another, the perception of global motion collapses, although that of local motion survives (Qian et al., 1994) . Qian et al. (1994) suggested that when the distances of opposite moving dots were small enough, the dots were balanced and inhibited each other. On the other hand, if the opposite moving dots were sparse enough, our visual system can separate them. These inhibition and separation process may be a tool to detect global or complex motion information. The distance at which the global motion transparency collapses was proposed to be the range of inhibition or suppression mechanisms. If infants can discriminate global moving planes presented as moving dots, this would imply the existence of motion suppression mechanisms. Based on this hypothesis, we controlled the distance between the local oppositely moving dots and presented stimuli that produced global opponent motion perception and stimuli that produced only local perception in adults.
In these experiments, we used tests based on two-alternative forced-choice preferential looking methods (Teller, 1979) . Many infant studies have revealed the stimulus features that infants prefer to look at. In classic studies, Fantz noted that infants preferred colored checkerboards to a monotonous square (Fantz, 1958 (Fantz, , 1963 . Fantz also discussed the kinds of stimulus features to which infants attend: (1) patterned rather than unpatterned stimuli; (2) high-contrast rather than lowcontrast stimuli; (3) large-size rather than small-size stimuli; and (4) stimuli that have relatively more elements (Fantz & Fagan, 1975; Fantz & Yea, 1979) . Opponent motions contain a global motion cue. Because the cue of global moving planes contains a more patterned and larger stimulus feature than that of local paired-dots motions, we predicted that infants will look at opponent motions that produce a global motion pattern longer than paired-dots motions that produce no global motion patterns.
In the experimental trials, we presented the opponent motions as a target and paired-dots motion as a non-target in each trial and investigated the discrimination of targets and non-targets. In this paper, we describe four experiments we conducted to investigate the perception of motion opponency in infants. We tested 3-to 5-month-old infants because previous studies have demonstrated that relative motion perception develops during these months.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, we investigated infantsÕ ability to analyze and integrate oppositely moving dots. We used opponent motion as a target and paired-dots motion as a non-target. In target stimuli, the distances between dots were varied from 0.445 deg to 0.642 deg, and in the non-targets, the distance was fixed at 0.398 deg. We presented the targets and the non-targets side-by-side simultaneously and measured infantsÕ looking behavior. In our preliminary study (Kanazawa, Shirai, Otsuka, & Yamaguchi, 2005) , we showed that infants tend to look at transparent motions longer than at non-transparent motions. We hypothesized that infants prefer to look at the target if they see the opposite-moving dots as global opponent motions.
Methods

Participants
Forty-two infants participated in Experiment 1, including 13 infants aged 3-months (mean = 89.9 days, SD = 8.8), 15 infants aged 4-months (mean = 122.2 days, SD = 7.8), and 14 infants aged 5-months (mean = 152.3 days, SD = 9.2). An additional 18 infants were excluded from the data analysis because they showed a side bias more than 90% of the total looking time. All infants were recruited by advertisements in a newspaper. No infants had medical problems.
Apparatus
All stimuli were presented on a Totoku Calix 21-in. (30 · 40 cm) computer monitor (TOTO-KU Calix CDT2141A) controlled by IBM-compatible computers. All motion stimuli were controlled by a compiled program written in Microsoft Visual Basic ver.6 with DirectX 7 (Direct.Draw). Two loudspeakers were positioned on either side of the CRT. A CCD camera was attached just below the CRT and was connected to a video recorder. The experimenter could see the infantÕs looking behavior through a monitor connected to the camera.
Stimuli
Stimuli used in this experiment were random-dot motions. All dots were black with white backgrounds. The black area in the monitor was 1.46 cd/m 2 , and the white area was 76.32 cd/m 2 . Each motion field consisted of the movements of 90 small square dots, with 0.267 deg square dots placed in a 17.1 deg. square field. The speed of the dots was 7.57 deg/s. The motion stimuli were produced by the cyclical presentation of 8 frames, and the duration of one frame was 11.76 ms. In each trial, two motion fields were presented side by side simultaneously on the monitor. The distance between the centers of the two motion fields was 39.9 deg.
We prepared four kinds of target motion fields and one non-target motion field. In all stimulus fields, 45 dots moved rightward and the remaining 45 dots moved leftward. The horizontal traveling length of all dots was 0.713 deg under all stimulus conditions. The vertical distances between opposite-moving dots were 0.267, 0.356, 0.445, and 0.534 deg in target stimuli and 0.178 deg in the non-target stimulus. In all stimulus conditions, the displacement of all dots was 0.089 deg and the duration of 1 frame was 11.76 ms.
To keep the opposite-moving dots close enough to each other, we controlled the movement order of the two dots. Fig. 1 illustrates the local movement sequences of opposite-moving dots. The right side of Fig. 1 look at the monitor. The monitor was located about 40 cm distant from the infants. The infantÕs looking behavior was recorded through a video camera placed under the monitor. Behind the experimental booth, the experimenter observed the infantÔs looking behavior and controlled the computer to present the stimuli. In one trial, the fixation figure appeared at the center of the monitor. The fixation figure was a red circular drawing, and the diameter of the figure was 12.29 deg. The fixation figure appeared three times with simultaneous sounds. After the infant looked at the fixation figure, the experimenter presented the motion stimuli. The presentation time of the stimulus was 5 s for each trial. We selected one of four target stimulus conditions and presented the target and the non-target motion fields side by side. Sixteen trials were conducted for each infant. In these 16 trials, four kinds of target stimulus conditions were repeated four times each. The stimulus sequence and the target side were randomized.
Data coding and analysis
After the experiments finished, observers judged the infantÕs looking-time based on an offline video movie recorded during the experiments. Observers judged whether the infant looked at the left side of the monitor or at the right side of the monitor, or did not look at the monitor, without prior knowledge about the target side of the display (Teller, 1979) . That is, the observer had to choose one of three behavioral categories (''left,'' ''right,'' or ''no-looking'') based solely on the infant behavior in the movies.
We summed the ''left'' and ''right'' looking time of the repeated 4 trials in each stimulus condition. We calculated the percentage of time during which the infants looked at the target using total ''left'' and ''right'' looking time as a denominator. That is, we excluded the ''nolooking'' time from the 20 s of total presentation time in each stimulus condition and then calculated the target looking time ratio to the remaining ''left'' and ''right'' looking time.
Results and discussion
In this experiment, we presented the stimuli for a total of 80 s for each infant. Of the 80 s, the mean total time spent looking at the display (''left'' and ''right'' looking time) was 60.5 s in 3-month-olds, 67.9 s in 4-month-olds, and 67.5 s in 5-month-olds. Averaged total looking time was 16.4 of 20 s stimulus presentation in each stimulus condition. We calculated the percentage of time during which infants looked at the target compared to the total ''left'' and ''right'' looking time. Figs sents the percentage of time during which infants looked at the target stimuli. Throughout this paper, including Experiment 1, we used t tests with a 50% chance level to detect the infantsÕ preference to the targets. This was based on the forcedchoice preferential looking method developed by Teller (1974 Teller ( , 1979 ). We corrected the significance level using Bonferoni method because we conducted multiple t tests in this experiment. We used 0.0125 (0.05/4) as the significance level because t tests were repeated four times in each month of age.
A t test showed that 3-month-old infants did not significantly prefer the target motion in all distance conditions (0.445 deg: t (13) = 0.52, p = 0.363; 0.504 deg: t (13) = 1.05, p = 0.155; 0.570 deg: t (13) = 1.23, p = 0.120; 0.642 deg: t (13) = 1.00, p = 0.166). The 4-month-old infants showed a tendency to prefer the target in one stimulus condition (0.570 deg: t (14) = 2.47, p = 0.0133) but there were no significant preferences to the target in other three stimulus conditions (0.445 deg:
t (14) = 0.60, p = 0.276; 0.504 deg: t (14) = 2.24, p = 0.020; 0.642 deg: t (14) = 1.89, p = 0.039). However, 5-month-olds showed significant preference to the targets in two stimulus conditions (0.504 deg:
t (13) = 3.76, p < 0.0025; 0.642 deg: t (13) = 3.27, p < 0.0125) and tendency to prefer the target in one stimulus condition (0.570 deg: t (13) = 2.45, p = 0.0146). There was no significant preference when the opposite moving dots were closest (0.445 deg: t (13) = 1.00, p = 0.166).
All these statistical analyses suggest that 3-month-old did not prefer the target at all and 4-month-olds showed weak preference to the targets. On the other hand, 5-month-olds showed preferences to the targets when the distances of opposite moving dots were above 0.504 deg although there was not statistically significant in one of these stimulus conditions (distance = 0.570 deg). Especially there was a clear preference to the target when the distance between dots was 0.504 deg. By these results we conclude 5-month-olds can discriminated the target from the distracter when the distance of opposite moving dots was 0.504 deg at least.
Two possible hypotheses can explain why 5-monthold infants discriminated the target from the non-target, a global hypothesis and a local hypothesis. In the global hypothesis, infants can discriminate the target based on the global planes moving in opposite directions. In this case, we can assume that infants can see the global motion opponency. However, it is possible that infants discriminated between the targets and non-target based solely on the local dot motions. In this case, infants discriminated between the targets and the non-target based on the local difference of the distances between oppositemoving dots without global motion perception. This means that 5-month-old infants cannot see the motion opponency in the target stimuli.
To investigate whether 5-month-old infants discriminated the target based on the global perception of the plane moving, we conducted a control experiment using opposite-moving stimuli that consisted of a small number of dots.
Experiment 2
In this study, we prepared a target and non-target that consisted of two, four, or six dots, while the stimuli used in Experiment 1 consisted of 90 moving dots. If the preference for the targets disappeared when the number of dots decreased to a small number such as two or four, we can assume that infants discriminated the target based on the global motion cue in Experiment 1. However, if the preference for the target did not depend on the decrease of the number of moving dots, we can assume that infants discriminated the target based on the local cue, for either the large number of dots (Experiment 1) or the small number of dots (Experiment 2).
Experiment 1 showed that 0.5 deg was the closest distance for showing a preference for target motions, and 0.445 deg was the distance condition in which infants did not show a preference for the targets in all months of ages. In this experiment, the distance between the opposite-moving dots in targets was fixed at 0.5 deg and the distance in the non-target was fixed at 0.39 deg. Using these two kinds of distance stimuli, we examined whether infants show a preference for the target or the non-target when the number of dots was two, four, or six.
Methods
Participants
Thirteen 5-month-old infants participated in Experiment 2. The average age in days of this group was 149.8 days (SD = 13.1 days). An additional 11 infants were excluded from the data analysis because the time they spent looking at the display was less than 40% under at least one of the three stimulus conditions. Details about this exclusion criterion will be described in the Section 3.1.4 of Experiment 2. All infants were recruited by advertisements in a newspaper, and no infants had medical problems.
Apparatus
All the equipment used in Experiment 2 was the same as that used in Experiment 1.
Stimuli
Stimuli used in Experiment 2 were also black random-dot motions with white backgrounds. The brightness condition of the display was the same as that of Experiment 1. In this experiment, we also presented two motion fields side by side simultaneously. Each side of the display showed a target or a non-target. The distance between the two motion fields was the same as that in Experiment 1.
Each motion field consisted of the movements of two, four, or six small square dots. Fig. 3 illustrates the stimuli used in Experiment 2. Distances between the paired dots moving in opposite directions were 0.5 deg in target motions and 0.39 deg in non-target motions throughout Experiment 2. In the two-dot condition, paired dots were placed almost at the center of the 17.1 deg square fields. In the four-dot condition, two paired dots moving in opposite directions were placed at the top and bottom of one stimulus field. In the six-dot condition, three paired dots moving in opposite directions were placed so as to make a triangle. Other stimulus parameters in Experiment 2, such as the local dot motion pattern, the dot speed, and the horizontal traveling length were the same as those in Experiment 1.
Procedure
In this experiment, we prepared three stimulus conditions, using two dots, four dots, or six dots, and we conducted a total of 12 trials for each infant. That is, one stimulus condition was repeated four times for one participant. The presentation order of the 12 trials was randomized. In one trial, we presented the target and the non-target side by side for 5 s. We presented one stimulus condition four times, and the total presentation time for each stimulus condition was 20 s (5 s · 4 times).
As in Experiment 1, we prepared three behavioral categories (right, left, and no-looking) and analyzed the infantsÕ looking behavior based on the video movie recorded during Experiment 2 described in Section 2.1.5 in Experiment 1.
If infants did not look at the display (either ''left'' or ''right'') more than 60% of the total presentation time under at least one stimulus condition, we did not analyze the data for this infant. That is, we excluded those infants who looked at the display (''left'' or ''right'') less than 8 s during one stimulus condition from the data analysis. The average time of looking at the display under one stimulus condition was 14.8 s in infants whose data were analyzed and 8.4 s in infants who were excluded. Observers categorized infantsÕ looking behavior and calculated the percentage of time during which infants looked at the target motions compared to the total time of ''left'' and ''right.'' Fig. 4 shows the results of Experiment 2. The horizontal axis indicates the three stimulus conditions (two dots, four dots, and six dots), and the vertical axis shows the average percentage of the time spent looking at the targets compared to the total time spent looking at the target and non-target stimuli.
Results and discussion
In this experiment, we also conducted t tests against chance, using Bonferroni corrected significance levels. In this Experiment 2, because we used three stimulus conditions, we used 0.0167 (0.05/3) as a significance level. A one-tailed t test with a 50% chance level showed that there was no significant preference for the target motion under the three stimulus conditions (two dots: t (12) = 1.01, p = 0.165; four dots: t (12) = 0.80, p = 0.219; six dots: t (12) = 0.45, p = 0.329). These results suggest that 5-month-old infants did not have a significant preference for the target motions. This tendency was constant with the stimulus conditions.
In Experiment 1, 5-month-old infants looked at the targets significantly longer than at the non-target when the opposite-moving dots of the target were 0.5 deg apart. However, the results of Experiment 2 showed that 5-month-old infants did not look at the target significantly longer, even though the distance conditions of the opposite-moving dots were the same as those of Experiment 1.
The contrast between the results of Experiments 1 and 2 might come from the difference in the number of dots in the two experiments. In Experiment 1, the stimuli consisted of 90 moving dots, while the stimuli of Experiment 2 consisted of two, four, or six moving dots. The results obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 showed that the preference for the target disappeared when the number of dots was reduced to the two, four, or six. In other words, infants showed a preference for the target only if the stimulus consisted of 90 moving dots.
However, the disappearance of the preference to the target in Experiment 2 might be explained by other factors, such as the inattention to the sparse dots stimuli. To exclude this possibility, we compared averaged looking time of Experiments 1 and 2 throughout experimental conditions. In Experiment 2, the averaged looking time of 20 s stimulus presentation in each condition was 14.8 s (n = 13). On the other hand, in Experiment 1, that was 16.4 seconds (n = 42). A t test showed that the difference between averaged looking time of Experiment 1 and that of Experiment 2 was not significant (t (53) = 0.01; p = 0.991). This analysis suggests that infants showed as same preference to the stimuli of Experiment 2 as that to the stimuli of Experiment 1. So we cannot explain the results of Experiment 2 by inattention to the stimuli.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we investigated another stimulus factor that promotes the perception of opponent motion. Many previous studies showed that various cues promote the perception of opponent motion in infants (Kellman & Spelke, 1983) . Qian et al. (1994) showed that the horizontal traveling length of the dots was the most important factor in producing the perception of motion transparency in adult subjects. Infants are more sensitive to long traveling length in motion perception than adults, so we might expect that a longer traveling length is more effective for perception of opponent motion in infants. The purpose of Experiment 3 was to investigate whether a longer horizontal traveling length of the dots promotes the preference to the opponent motions, especially in 3-and 4-month-olds.
Methods
Participants
Forty infants participated in Experiment 3, including 13 infants aged 3 months (mean = 95.3 days, SD = 6.8), 14 infants aged 4 months (mean = 125.2 days, SD = 9.2), and 13 infants aged 5 months (mean = 150.3 days, SD = 10.3). An additional three infants were excluded from the data analysis because they showed a side bias of more than 90% of the total looking time. All infants were recruited by advertisements in a newspaper. No infants had medical problems.
Stimuli
All parameters of the stimuli were the same as those in Experiment 1 except the traveling length of the dots and the distances between opposite-moving dots. We prepared four kinds of target stimuli and one non-target stimulus. In the target stimuli, the traveling length of the opposite-moving dots was 1.425 deg and the distances between opposite-moving dots were 0.94 deg, 1.00 deg, 1.07 deg, and 1.14 deg. In the non-target stimuli, we used the same stimulus that we used in Experiment 1. That is, in the non-target stimulus the traveling length of the dots was 0.712 deg and the distance between the opposite-moving dots was 0.39 deg. Other parameters of the stimuli such as dot size, dots speed, number of dots, and size of the stimulus field were the same as those listed for Experiment 1.
Procedure
All experimental procedures were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. We presented the target and the non-target motion fields side by side. The distance between two motion fields was 39.9 deg. We prepared four kinds of target stimulus condition and presented each stimulus condition four times. That is, a total of 16 trials were conducted in Experiment 3. We also used FPL methods to measure the percentage of time during which infants looked at the target stimuli as described in Section 2.1.5 in Experiment 1.
Results and discussion
Figs. 5A-C show the results of Experiment 3. Each figure shows the results for 3-, 4-, and 5-month-old infants. The horizontal axis represents the distances be-tween opposite-moving dots in the target stimuli, and the vertical axis represents the percentage of time during which infants looked at the target stimuli. We also conducted t tests against chance using Bonferroni corrected significance levels. In this case we also used 0.0125 (0.05/4) and 0.0025 (0.01/4) as a significance levels. A one-tailed t test showed that there were statistically significant differences between the averaging data and the chance level in 3-month-olds (0.94 deg: t (12) = 7.75, p < .0025; 1 deg: t (12) = 6.93, p < 0.0025; 1.07 deg: t (12) = 2.89, p < 0.0025; 1.14 deg: t (13) = 2.28, p < .0025), 4-month-olds (0.94 deg: t (12) = 5.76, p < 0.0025; 1 deg: t (12) = 7.10, p < 0.0025; 1.07 deg: t(12) = 4.23, p < .0025; 1.14 deg: t (13) = 4.54, p < 0.0025) and 5-month-olds (0.94 deg: t (12) = 5.76, p < 0.0025; 1 deg: t (12) = 7.10, p < 0.0025; 1.07 deg: t (12) = 4.23, p < .0025; 1.14 deg: t (13) = 4.54, p < 0.0025).
This result was different from that of Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, 3-and 4-month-old infants did not show a significant preference for the target although they did show a preference for the target in Experiment 3. This may suggest that 3-and 4-month-olds can discriminate the target opposite-moving dots from the non-target when the distances between the oppositemoving dots and the horizontal traveling length are large enough. Qian et al. (1994) showed that the horizontal traveling length of the dots was the most important factor in the perception of motion transparency. The results obtained here are consistent with this data. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that infants preferred the targets not based on the global motion cue but on different traveling length between targets and nontargets as a local cue. To show 3-month-old infants preferred the target motion based on the global cue, we conducted another control experiment using uniform motion with different traveling lengths.
Experiment 4
Experiment 3 showed that 3-to 5-month-old infants preferred the target opponent motions when the traveling lengths of dots were long enough, although 3-and 4-months did not show the preference to the target when it was short (Experiment 1). These results suggest that the traveling length can promote the perception of opponent motion in 3-and 4-month-olds.
However, the result obtained in Experiment 3 can be interpreted by another hypothesis. In Experiment 3 we presented the target opponent motion with long traveling length (1.425 deg) and the non-target paired dots motion with short traveling length (0.712 deg) as a stimuli. In this case infants could use the traveling lengths as a cue to discriminate the target from the non-target without the percept of motion opponency.
To test whether discrimination behavior in Experiment 3 depended on the traveling length or on motion patterns, such as opponency, we conducted Experiment 4 using uniform motions. In this experiment, we prepared uniform motions with long traveling lengths and those with short ones. We presented the uniform motion with long traveling length and that with short one side- by-side. If infants prefer the uniform motion with a long traveling length more than that with short one, a preference to the target will be observed. In this case, we can assume that infants preferred the targets based not on the opponent motions but on the local traveling length. But if infants do not show the preference to the uniform motion with long traveling length, we can assume that infants could use the global opponent motion as a cue. Based on this hypothesis we investigated the effect of the horizontal traveling length by using uniform motions as stimuli.
5.1. Method 5.1.1. Participants Fourteen infants aged from 3-to 5-months participated in Experiment 4 (mean = 125.1 days, SD = 16.2). An additional three infants were excluded from the data analysis because they showed a side bias of more than 90% of the total looking time. All infants were recruited by advertisements in a newspaper. No infants had medical problems.
Stimuli
In this experiment, we used two kinds of uniform random dot motion consisting of 90 dots. One was uniform motion with a long traveling length (1.425 deg) as the target and the other was a short traveling length (0.712 deg) as the non-target. Although the 45 dots moved rightward and remaining 45 dots moved left ward in Experiment 3, all 90 dots moved leftward or rightward in this Experiment 4. In the stimuli used in Experiment 3 the distances between opposite moving dots were 0.94 deg, 1.00 deg, 1.07 deg, and 1.14 deg. To imitate the stimuli of Experiment 3 except for motion opponency, two paired dots moving in the same direction were located within 1.14 deg in Experiment 4. Other stimulus parameters such as the size of the stimulus fields, the distance between right and left stimulus fields, dot size, dot density, the speed of the dots, displacement size of the dots and the refresh rate of the displays were the same as those in Experiment 3.
We thus made four kinds of stimuli in this Experiment; rightward uniform motion with short traveling length (rightward non-target), leftward uniform motion with short traveling length (leftward non-target), rightward uniform motion with long traveling length (rightward target) and leftward uniform motion with long traveling length (leftward target).
Procedure
In each trial, we presented a target with a long traveling length and a non-target with a short traveling length side-by-side on the monitor. We always presented the target and non-target with the same motion directions. That is, we presented the combination of (1) leftward motion with long traveling length (target) and leftward motion with short traveling length (non-target) or (2) rightward motion with long traveling length (target) and rightward motion with short traveling length (non-target) side by side. We conducted 8 trials in each combination and a total 16 trials were conducted for each infant. The position of the target side was randomized and the duration of one trial was 5 s. As described in Section 2.1.5 in Experiment 1, we also calculated the percentage of the time during which infants looked at the target.
Results and discussion
The averaged percentage of target looking time was 49.68% and the standard error was 1.86 (n = 14). Two tailed t test with chance showed that the averaged value of 49.68% was not significantly different from 50% chance level (t (13) = 0.17; p > 0.05). This result suggests that 3-to 5-month-old infants did not prefer to look at the target uniform motion with long traveling length. This means that the horizontal traveling length was not an important cue to discriminating between uniform motions.
In Experiment 3, we showed that 3-to 5-month-old infants preferred the target opponent motion with long traveling length to paired-dots motion. In the stimuli used in Experiment 3, the horizontal traveling length between targets and non-target were different. However 3-to 5-month-old infants did not discriminate the motions based on the horizontal traveling length as a cue in Experiment 4. Thus, discrimination behavior in Experiment 3 depended on another stimulus cue. The comparison between the results in Experiments 3 and 4 suggests that 3-to 5-month-old infants discriminated the target opponent motions from the non-target based on the motion opponency. We can conclude that even 3-month-old infants could discriminate the target motion when the stimulus conditions were sufficient.
General discussion
Ninety opposite-moving dots that were locally apart more than 0.5 deg elicited the infantsÕ preference in 5-month-olds (Experiment 1), while this preference disappeared when the number of dots decreased to 2, 4, or 6 dots (Experiment 2). These results suggest that the preference for the target motions depended on a global motion cue. The results obtained in Experiment 1 showed that the distance value of 0.5 deg was sufficient to elicit a preference for the targets. This means that 0.5 deg was the critical value for 5-month-olds to discriminate the target from the non-target. Studies conducted with adult subjects showed that 0.4 deg was the critical value for discriminating opponent motions (Qian et al., 1994) . We can conclude that infantsÕ distance thresholds are al-most the same as those of adults in discriminating the opponent motion from paired-dots non-targets.
This conclusion is in strong contrast with previous studies of infant motion perception. Developmental studies using coherent uniform motions (Mason et al., 2003; Wattam-Bell, 1994) or motion segregation (Banton et al., 2001) showed that the psychophysical thresholds in infants were much higher than those in adults. In coherent uniform motion, the signal-to-noise threshold value in 6-to 27-week-old infants was onefourth of that in adults (infants: 20-25%, adults: 5-7%). In motion segregation, the directional threshold in 18-week-olds was below one-tenth of that in adults (infants: 17 deg, adults: 1-2 deg). The results of a Dmax (jumping distances of the dots in uniform motion frames) study also supported the hypothesis that the ability of motion perception in infants was poorer than that in adults (Wattam-Bell, 1992) . Wattam-Bell showed that the D-max ability in infants was about one-fourth of that in adults (infants: 1.6 deg, adults: 6 deg). On the other hand, our data showed that the threshold of 5-month-old infants was the same as that of adults in the perception of motion opponency.
In Experiment 3, the targets were opponent motions with long traveling length and the non-target was paired-dots motion with short one. In this case, a preference to the target was observed. However, in Experiment 4, the preference to the target disappeared although the target coherent motion contained long traveling length. These results suggest that the preference to the target stimuli with long traveling length disappeared when the target motion pattern changed from opponent to coherent motion. This means that infants discriminated the target stimuli based not on the local length of the traveling length but on the global opponency in Experiment 3. We conclude that 3-to 5-month-old infants can discriminate the target opponent motions from the non-target paired-dots motion based on the motion opponency in Experiment 3.
Three-month-olds did not discriminate the target opponent motions in Exp 1, but they did the target in Experiment 3. These inconsistent results depend on the horizontal traveling lengths. In Experiment 1, the stimulus conditions were more severe with regard to the perception of motion opponency than that in Experiment 3. The horizontal traveling lengths was 0.712 deg in Experiment 1, and they were 1.425 deg in Experiment 3. A comparison of the data in Experiments 1 and 3 suggests that the long traveling lengths promoted the perception of opponent motions in 3-month-olds. Previous studies have shown that the horizontal traveling length of the opposite-moving dots was the most important factor in producing the perception of motion opponency in adults (Qian et al., 1994) . We can conclude that the factor of traveling length was also important for infants in their perception of global motion in opposite-moving dots.
In this paper, we have used word ''motion opponency'' or ''motion transparency.'' Many previous studies in adultsÕ motion perception have used these technical terms and described the percept of opposite moving dots in adults. To perceive the opponent motions, adult subjects have to (1) analyze the local dots moving in opposite directions; (2) gather the motion information of the dots moving in the same directions located in the display (in this case, subjects see the global planes moving opposite directions); and either (3) see the depth information in two planes moving opposite directions, or (4) see one plane moving behind the other transparent moving plane (Braddick et al., 2002; Hiris & Blake, 1996; Verstraten, Fredericksen, van Wezel, Boulton, & van de Grind, 1996) .
However, we did not investigate whether infants used all cues described above. We examined a limited number of factors such as the ability to analyze opposite moving dots and gather global motions. Specifically, we did not examine whether infants used a depth or transparency cue to see the opposite-moving dots. Indeed, adults can see the opposite-moving dots as planes that contain a depth and transparent percept. We do not know when infants acquire all percepts of motion transparency. We must conduct further studies to examine at what age infants use other cues such as the depth or transparency cues in the perception of opposite-moving dots.
